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INTRODUCTION 
Let 52 be a bounded domain in @‘, let A’(@ p) be the Bergman space of 
all analytic functions on Q that are square integrable with respect to 
volumetric measure p, and let C*(Q) be the C*-algebra generated by the 
operators of multiplication by the coordinate functions on 0. Recently, 
Axler, Conway, and McDonald [ 1 ] used the Berger-Shaw theorem [4] to 
show that in one dimension C*(Q) contains the full algebra X of compact 
operators on A2(Q; p) as an ideal and that the quotient C*(Q)/% is 
isomorphic to C(a,_ ,$2), where a,- $2 is a certain closed subset of the 
boundary of 52, aQ. On the other hand, if the dimension is arbitrary, but Q 
is assumed to be strongly pseudoconvex, then on the basis of 
Venugopalkrishna’s work [ 151, it is easy to see that the same result holds: 
C*(Q) contains X and C*(.Q)/XxC(&Q). For more general domains in 
@“, however, things are more complicated. For example, if Q is the bidisc 
in C2, then while X’ G C*(Q), C*(Q)/X is not C(aQ). In fact C*(Q)/X is 
not commutative. Instead, the commutator ideal ,a contains X properly, 
Y/X z C(T x (0, 1 }) 0 X, where T is the circle and (0, 1 } is the two- 
point space, and C*(Q)/Y g C(U2). (This result was essentially discovered 
by Douglas and Howe [S].) So while C*(Q), in this case, is not quite as 
simple as the C*-algebras associated with strongly pseudoconvex domains, 
it is type I and its canonical composition series has length 3. Moreover, the 
subquotients are particularly simple to describe. More generally, the works 
of Dynin [9], Berger and Coburn [2], Berger, Coburn, and Koranyi [3], 
Renault and the second author [ll], and Upmeier [14] go to show that if 
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J2 is a bounded symmetric domain, then C*(Q) is type I of finite length and 
the subquotients of its canonical composition series are particularly trac- 
table. One might conjecture, therefore, that C*(Q) is always type I. It turns 
out, however, that this is not the case; very simple domains may lead to 
C*-algebras that are not type I. 
To be specific, let 6, and S, be positive numbers less than 1, and let 
i-2 6,,62 = ((z,, ZJE c2 ( (zil ~6, and Jz2/ < 1, or Jz,J < 1 and (~~1 <S,}. We 
call Q,, .s2 an L-shaped domain because it is determined by the L in the first 
quadrant in Iw2 consisting of those points (x, y) such that 0 dx < 6, and 
06 y < 1, or O<x< 1 and 06 y ~6,. Our main theorem, Theorem 4.2, 
asserts that C*(G?,,,,,) is type I if and only if ln(6,)/ln(6,) is rational. Thus 
not only do simple domains lead to non-type I C*-algebras-after all, 
52 6,,62 is just the union of two polycylinders-but the type of C*(Q) is, in 
some sense, highly unstable. 
We have no idea, really, about how the geometry of Q affects the type of 
C*(Q). Our ploy is to recognize that s261,6, is what is known as a Reinhardt 
domain. This implies that the multiplication operators on A2(Q,,,a,; jfu) 
determined by the coordinate functions are commuting weighted shifts with 
respect to the orthonormal basis built from the powers of coordinate 
functions. Utilizing the ideas from [ 111, we generalize a result of 
O’Donovan and show that C*(Qd1,6, ) may be identified with a groupoid 
C*-algebra. The groupoid can be computed quite explicitly and our result 
is a consequence of these calculations. 
1. WEIGHTED SHIFTS 
In this section we present a summary of the basic facts about mul- 
tivariable weighted shifts. Our notation here will be somewhat different 
from that in [lo] or [7], but more appropriate for our purposes. We let 
2 denote a separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, we let Y(2) be 
the algebra of (bounded) operators on ~9, and we let ,X(Y) be the ideal of 
compact operators in 5?(S). As usual, Z, Z,, Z”, and Z”, will denote the 
integers, nonnegative integers, and v-tuples of elements in Z or Z, . 
Likewise, P’(&?)“’ will denote the set of commuting v-tuples of 
operators on YP. For m= (m, ,..., m,)EZ; and T= (T, ,..., T,,)E Li?(A?)("), 
we let T(m)=ql.... . T E g(2). In particular, Ti = T(q), where 
Ei=(, ,..., oio ,,.., 0). On 12(Z’i) 
&lt(k)i’c +co}) we define 
(={(5(k))k,z:: t(k)Ec (allk) and 
the operators U+(m), m E Z; , by 
[U+(m) 4;] (k) = <(k -m) (hereafter, t(k) will be understood as zero if 1; E 
Z*(Z:) and k $Z>, that is, if for some i = l,..., v, ki < 0). Observe that 
U+(m) U+(n)= U+(n) U+(m) (all m, nEZ:) and that U, =(U+(E~),..., 
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U+(q)) is the v-tuple of unilateral shifts. For w+ : Z”+ x Z; -+ (0, co), let 
Cw+b) 51(k) = w+(m; k) 5(k), t E l*(z: ). 
DEFINITION 1.1. A (contractive) representation of Zl by weighted shifts 
is a map T: Z; + 9(X) for which there exists a Hilbert space 
isomorphism I/: X + I*(Z;) such that VT(m) V* = U+(m) W+(m), where 
W, is given by a function w + : Z; x Z”+ + (0, l] such that w + (m + n; k) = 
w+(m;n+k) w+(n;k) for all m,n and kEZ”+. 
Remarks 1.2. (a) Observe that if w+(m+n;k)=w+(m;n+k) 
w+(n;k), then w+(m;k+n) w+(n;k)=w+(n;k+m) w+(m;k), and this 
implies that {U+(m) W+(m)),E,l is commutative (see [lo]). 
(b) Conversely, if the family {U+(m) W+(m)} is commutative, then 
T: Z; + ~?(f*(Zl)) given by T(m) = U+(m) W+(m) is a representation of 
ZY, by weighted shifts. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let T: Z; -+ Z(X) be a representation of 22’; by weighted 
shifts. Then T(m + n) = T(m) T(n). 
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that 18 = 1*(2; ) and T= 
U, W,. Let 4 E /*(Z;). Then 
CT(m+n)51(k)=[U+(m+n) W+(m+n)t](k) 
= [W+(m+n)t](k-m-n) 
=w+(m+n;k-m-n)<(k-m-n). 
On the other hand, 
CT(m) T(n) 51(k)= W+(m) w+(m) U+(n) w+(n) 51(k) 
=w+(m;k-mKU+(n) w+(n)tl(k-m) 
=w+(m;k-m)w+(n;k-m-n)<(k-m-n) 
=w+(m+n;k-m-n)<(k-m-n), 
where we have used the condition in Definition 1.2 and the convention 
w+(m;k)=O if k$Z”+. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let T(m)EY(Z2(Zv+)), me Z;, be such that T(m+n) = 
T(m)T(n) (all m,nEZY,) and T(m)=U+(m) W+(m) for some w,: 
if.\ x Z> -+ (0, 11. Then T is a representation of Z; by weighted shifts. 
Proof Let 5 E 1*(2”+ ). We have 
[U+(m) W+(m) U+(n) W+(n)t](k)=w+(m+n;k-m-n)t(k-m-n) 
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w+(m; k-m)CU+(n) w+(n) 51&-m) 
=w+(m+n;k-m-n)<(k-m-n) 
SO that w+(m; k-m) w+(n; k-m-n)=w+(m+n; k-m-n), which 
clearly implies the cocycle condition in Definition 1.1. 
EXAMPLE 1.5. An open connected subset of C”, Q, is called a Reinhardt 
domain if for every z E Sz and for every t = (t, ,..., t,) E T”, tz = (t, z, ,..., 
t,,z,) EO. Consider now the Bergman space A2(Q; p) and let Ti be the 
operator of multiplication by the coordinate function zi (i= l,..., v). Since 
the functions {z”} k E H: form an orthogonal basis for A’(&?; II), it follows 
that T(m) = T;“’ . . . . . TF is a representation of Z> by weighted shifts. The 
function w, can be calculated using the cocycle property and the formula 
w+ (&ii kJ2 = JI z~+‘~I* dp(z)(Jlzkj2 dp(z))-l. To be precise, 52 must be con- 
tained in the unit polydisc for T to be contractive. 
EXAMPLE 1.6. More generally, let A be any Reinhardt set contained in 
the polydisc in @‘, i.e., assume that tz E /1 for all t E 8’ and z E ,4, and let 1 
be a (probability) measure supported on /i. Let H2(/1, 2) be the closure in 
L’(/i, 2) of the polynomials in z. Then the v-tuple T= (T, ,..., T,) of mul- 
tiplications by the coordinate functions z, (i = I,..., v) gives rise to a 
representation of P’+ by weighted shifts. 
2. P-ALGEBRAS OF WEIGHTED SHIFTS 
Let T be a representation of Z: by weighted shifts on a Hilbert space 2? 
and suppose that I’ is a Hilbert space isomorphism from X to 12(Z; ) such 
that VT(m) V* = U+(m) W+(m), m E Z; . In this section we show how to 
represent the C*-algebra generated by VJ+(mhtH; and 
W+(m)Lz:, C*UJ+, W,), as a groupoid C*-algebra (assuming cer- 
tain technical hypotheses). In general, of course, C*( U, , W,) is larger 
;h;;(th; ;*;algebra, C*(T), generated by (T(m)},,, E “; (more. accurately, 
m * mEz;); nevertheless, it contains much mformation 
about C*(T). 
To construct the groupoid associated with C*( U, , W, ), observe that 
{ W+(m)L =: is a collection of commuting diagonal operators (with 
respect to the orthonormal basis on r*(Z;) given by the characteristic 
functions of singletons). Now extend w + to Z: x Z” as follows: 
w(m; k)= w+(m; k), ifkEZ; 
=o ) ifk&Z:. 
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(We have done this before, in the proof of Lemma 1.3.) Let a be the closed 
translation-invariant subalgebra of I” (Z”) generated by the family 
MwL H;y not including the constants. Let Y be the maximal ideal 
space of a viewed as the space of nonzero multiplicative linear functionals 
on a. Then Y is locally compact, but not compact. The natural action of 
Z” on a (by translation) induces an action of Z” on Y according to this 
prescription: for y6 Y, k E Z”, and UE I%, we have (y + k)(u) = y(z,Ja)), 
where z,(a)(l) = u(k + I). 
LEMMA 2.1. The map CC Z” -+ Y defined by a(k)(u) = u(k) is a one-to-one 
map currying Z” onto a dense subset of Y. 
Proof: Assume that cc(k)=cr(l). Then w(m; k+ t) = w(m; I+ t) for all 
mE:Z;, tEZ”. Write k-l=r-s, where r,seP+, and t=k-l+u= 
r-s + u, where u E Z’. It follows that w(m; k + r - s + u) = w(m; k + u) for 
all mEZ;, UEB”. For u= -k+s+v, we have w(m;r+v)=w(m;s+v) 
for all m E P+ , v E H’. Suppose that r #s, say, ri<si. Let v = -(ri+ 1) Ed. 
Then w(m;r-(ri+ l)si)=O (since r-(ri+ 1) si#Z”+) and therefore 
w(m; s - (ri+ 1) ci) = w+(m; s - (ri+ 1) E,) =O, a contradiction. Thus, r = s 
and k = I, which shows that c1 is one-to-one. 
Now suppose that a(??“) # Y and let cp # 0 be a continuous function on 
Y, vanishing at infinity, such that ~1 a(zV1 = 0. Let P a -+ C,(Y) denote the 
Gelfand transform, and let a E 6Z be such that r(u) = cp. Then cp(cc(k)) = 0 
for all k E Z”, which implies that a(k)(u) =O, or u(k) = 0 for all k E Z’, a 
contradiction. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let T = (T, ,..., T,)E 9(%)” be a v-tuple of (not 
necessarily commuting) operators on Z”. We say that T is jointly bounded 
below if there exists a constant C> 0 such that for all XE 2, 
I(T,x((*+ ..* + /I T,xlJ’ > C (Ix]/ ‘. Equivalently, the map XI+ (T,x,..., TJ) 
from &’ to Z’“” is left invertible. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let T: Z; + 6P(f’(Z”+ )) be a representation by weighted 
shifts, T= U, W,. If (T(E~) ,..., T(q)) is jointly bounded below, then X = 
a(Z”,) is compact and u is an open map. 
Proof: We begin by observing that (T(E,),..., T(q)) is jointly bounded 
below if and only iff(k) EC;=~ w + (ai; k)* > C* > 0 for some constant C 
(all k E Z;). We then see that X= {ye Y: T(f)(y) > C/2} (recall that 
w + (m; k) = 0 for k $ P+ ), so that X is open and closed in Y. Therefore, the 
characteristic function of X, l,, is in C,(Y). It follows that C,(X) 
( = C,(Y)lx) has an identity and X must therefore be compact. Moreover, 
by using 1,: and its translates (which also belong to a), one easily sees 
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that for each k E Z”, the singleton {a(k)} is open in Y and therefore a is an 
open map. 
We follow the notation and terminology of [13] except that we write s 
for the map on a groupoid defined by S(X) = x-ix. In Renault’s monograph 
this map is called d. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let T: Z; --) Z(/‘(Z;)) be a representation of Z: by 
weighted shifts, T= U, W,, and let Y be the maximal ideal space of the 
closed translation invariant subalgebra of P(Z”) generated by 
Mm; 9L “;. The groupoid 6 associated with T is the reduction of the 
transformation group groupoid, Y x Z’, to the closed subset X= a(Z + ), 
i.e., O= Yxh”l,= {(y, k)lyEXand y+k~X}. 
The unit space of 8’ is {(x, 0)jx~X) and so may be identified with X. 
For XE X we let A” = 6, x 1)6 where 6, is the point mass at x and II is 
counting measure on Z”. Then { )lx}XE X is a Haar system on (3i in the sense 
of [13]. We denote by C*(B, A) the C*-algebra associated with 8 and A as 
in [ 131. The point mass 6,(,, on X induces a measure p on (5 which, in our 
case, is nothing but (6,,,, x A)(@. The corresponding measure p -’ is simply 
counting measure on the subset of 8, {(a(n), -n)ln E Z; }. The represen- 
tation induced by dEcO,, Ind dEx(,,), maps C*(6, A) into Z(L*(p-‘)) and is 
given by the formula 
Id J,,,,(f) S(a(n), -n) =f* 5(a(nh -4 
= s f((a(n), -n)(y, k ) t((y, k)-‘) dA’@(“)~-“)(y, k) 
= J f((a(n), -n)(a(O), k)) <(a(O) + k, -k) dA(“(“)*o)(a(0), k) 
= c f(a(n),k - n) t(O), -k), 
keZ; 
for f E C,(B) and 5 E L*(p-I). The map V from L*(p-‘) to 1’(E:) defined 
by the formula (Vi)(k) = ((a(k), -k) is a Hilbert space isomorphism with 
inverse given by the formula 
(Vp’O(x, k)=<(O), -n), (x7 k) = (a(n), -n) 
=o otherwise. 
We set K = I/ Ind 6,,,,(*) VP’, so that rc is a C*-representation of C*(B, A) 
on the Hilbert space 1’(2;). 
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THEOREM 2.5. Let T: Z: + Z*(H:) be a representation of h; by 
weighted shafts, write T= U, W,, assume that (T(E~),..., T(E”)) is jointly 
bounded below, and let oi and i be the groupoid and Haar system associated 
with T. Then 71, the representation just defined, is a faithful representation of 
C*(6, A) onto C*(U+, W,). In fact, ifu+(n) in C,(B) is defined by the 
equation 
u+(n)(x, k)= 1, k= -n 
= 0, otherwise, 
then x(u+(n))= U+(n); and zf (PE C,.(8) vanishes off Xx (O}, then x((p) 
5(n) = so(4n)) t(n), 5 E ~2(Zl 1. 
Proof: Write ++(m) for the function on 6 which is the Gelfand trans- 
form of w(m; .) restricted to X, viewed as the subset Xx (0) in 6, and 
which is zero off Xx (0). Then, by definition, C(X x {0}) is generated by 
the functions u+(n) * G+(m) * u+(n)* and u+(n)* * G+(m) * u+(n) as n 
and m range over Z”+ . It follows that C,(B) is generated by {u+(n)}, E “; 
and {~+(m)LE;. Since, as an easy calculation shows, rr(u + (n)) = U+(n) 
and x(ti+(m)) = W+(m), it follows that n carries C*(B, A) onto 
C*( U, , W,). On the other hand, n is faithful since the smallest closed 
invariant subset of X containing the support of da(O) is X (see [ll], 
Propositions 2.15 and 2.171). 
COROLLARY 2.6. With the assumptions and notation of Theorem 2.5, we 
find that x(1*(7?; )) c C*(T) and, in particular, C*(T) is irreducible. 
Proof. Since C*(T) and C*( U, , W, ) generate the same von Neumann 
algebra, they are simultaneously reducible or not. By Lemma 2.3, cl(H”+) is 
a dense open invariant subset of X and so determines an ideal in C*(B, A); 
namely, C*(QI,,P+~, 4,,~+~ ) (see [ 13, II, 4.41). Since 6jlll(z;) is transitive 
and principal, it is isomorphic to the trivial groupoid on +Z”+) and so by 
c 13,K 2.121, c*vQr+,, 4a(z;,) is isomorphic to the compact operators 
on an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. Since a is open by Lemma 2.3, 
1 cEu,,) is an element of C(X) for each n E H”, and x carries each such 
function to a rank one projection on 1*(2; ). Hence n(C*(BI,,,:,, 
4 .(P+,)) = -X(~*(P+)) and so C*(u+, W, ) and C*(T) are irreducible. To 
show that %(Z*(Z”+)) is contained in C*(T), it suffices to show that C*(T) 
contains one nonzero compact operator. Since (T(E~),..., T(E”)) is jointly 
bounded below the projection onto the joint kernel of ( T*(E~),..., T*(E,)) is 
contained in C*(T) and this projection is rr( 1 tau,))), a rank one projection. 
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3. GROUPOIDS ASSOCIATED WITH WELL-BEHAVED SEQUENCES 
In this section we shall see that under suitable hypotheses on the weight 
function w + , the groupoid 6 of Section 2 has a particularly simple form. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A weight function w, : iz: x Z; + (0, l] is said to be 
well-behaved if it satisfies the following conditions: 
all k Z!! th 
ere exists a constant C > 0 such that C;= i w + (Ed; k)’ > C2 for 
Y . 
+’ 
(ii) for all i, j= l,..., v and kEZ:, the sequence {w+(~~;k+ns~)>;=, 
is convergent. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let w, be a weight function. Then 
w+(m;k)= fi fi w+(Ej;k+(mi-I) Ei+ ~ mj&,). 
i=l I=1 j=i+l 
Therefore, tf’z, denotes translation by I in the second coordinate, we have the 
equation 
w+(m; .I=fl i fi *(,~-I),,+~~=,+,m,~,l I W+(Ei; ‘). i=l I= 1 
Proof Straightforward from the cocycle condition of Definition 1.1. 
To state our next lemma, we need some notation. For fixed j, j = l,..., v, 
we shall write ’ for the projection of Z’ onto the orthogonal complement of 
{ctsj: tl E Z}. Thus, if k E Z”, we have k = k’ + kjzl. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let w+ be a well-behaved weight function. Then for fixed j 
and k’ the functional Y,,,~ defined by the equation 
y,,,j(t,~(~j; .)) = “lirnm W(si; k’ + 1’ +nsJ 
extends to a multiplicative linear functional on a. 
Proof This follows easily from Lemma 3.2 and the definition of a. 
Lemma 3.3 allows us to identify some of the elements in the maximal 
ideal space Y of a. We now parameterize Y. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Given aj-tuple i = (i, ,..., ii), 1 < i, < . . . < ij < v, we can 
decompose Z” into Z; + (Z;)‘, where Zy is the set of v-tuples obtained by 
projecting Z” onto the coordinates i, ,..., ii. We write k = ki + kl if k E Z’. 
Then given a j-tuple i and a (v - j)-tuple I we define the slice of Y through I
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in the direction of i to be the set Y, i = (a(k): kl = l> We also let Yi = 
[u{ Y,,i: 1~ (E;)‘}]. Recall that Y= c@“). We define gross infinity to be the 
set 
co o=[r\U{Yi:i=(i,,..., ij)l<i,< *.. <i+v}]. 
The space coo consists of all limit points of the sequences {cc(k’“‘)),“_ I 
where ki”) + + co for each i = 1, 2,..., v. Evidently, coG is a closed invariant 
subset of Y contained in X and, consequently, 81 “oG is simply the transfor- 
mation group groupoid coo x Z”. 
For the remainder of this section we concentrate our attention on the 
case when v = 2 and o + is well-behaved in order to get a clearer picture of 
the structure of C*(B, A). The set Y,\(a(Z’) u coo) is called East infinity 
and is denoted ~0~. Since w + is well-behaved, Lemma 3.3 enables us to 
parameterize 00 E as {cc } x Z where we write (co, k) for yk,r. Moreover, the 
action of Z* on co, is given by the formula (cO,k)+n=(oo,k+n,). The 
set Y,\(a(Z2) u coo) is called North infinity and is denoted 00~. We 
parameterize coN by Z x {cc } and write (k, co) for y,,,. The action of Z* 
on co, is given by the formula (k, co) +n = (k+n,, 00). We may thus 
express Y as the disjoint union a( Z + ) u co r u co N u cc o, and we may pic- 
ture Y as in Fig. 1. 
Our assumptions on w, and Lemma 2.3 imply that a(Z*) u coE and 
c@‘) UcoN are open invariant subsets of Y and that the relative topology 
on each of coE and coN is discrete. Recall that X is the closure of a(iZ: ), so 
in Fig. 1, X is just the “first quadrant”; i.e., X= ,(Z: ) u {cc } x 
z,uz,x{co}uco,. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let T be a representation of Z: by weighted shifts and 
assume that the associated weight sequence is well-behaved. Then 
C*( U,, W,) admits a composition series 
{O}~~(12(Z~))E~ac*(u+, W,) 
FIGURE 1 
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where 9/X(f’(.Z:))rC(Tx (0, l}OX(12(Z+)) and C*(U+, W+)/~Z 
C*(co,, Z’), the transformation group F-algebra associated with the trans- 
formation group GoG x Z2. 
Proof: By Theorem 2.5, C*( U, , W,) is isomorphic to C*(B, A), and 
so we may work with this algebra. The sets U, = cr(Z:) and U, = @(a: ) u 
{ co } x Z + u Z + x { 00 } are open and invariant subsets of X “ = ” 8’ and so 
we may regard C*((lil.,, AIUi) as ideals in C*(B, 2) by [13, II, 4.41. 
Moreover, by the same result, c*(6 c/2’ 4 ,)/c*(~l U,’ 4 u,)g 
c*(Ql U2\U, 4 u*,u, 1 and C*(% ~)lC*(@l,, 4.,)~C*(Ql,,, 4,,). But 
x\u,=~G and we observed earlier that Q( mc = coo x Z2. So if we call 
c*tw U2’ ill q) 9, then C*((tj, n)/$rC*(co,, Z’). On the other hand, we 
observed in the proof of Corollary 2.6 that C*(Q( U,, 11 U,) is isomorphic to 
X(Z’(H:)). So to complete the proof, all that we need to do is to observe 
that 6 I uz\u, is topologically isomorphic, in the sense of [ll, 2.91, to the 
disjoint union of two groupoids, each of which is the product of 
the group E with the trivial groupoid on Z, . Since the C*-algebra of 
such a groupoid is isomorphic to C(T)@X(I’(Z+)), $/X(Z’(Z:))= 
c*tw ch\U,’ 4 u2\u, ) has the desired form. 
COROLLARY 3.6. With the notation as in Proposition 3.5, C*( U, , W,) 
is type I if and only if C*(co,, Z’) is type I. 
4. L-SHAPED DOMAINS 
We now concentrate our attention on the operators of multiplication by 
zi and z2 on the Bergman space A2(Qn6,,62; p) where Q5,,sz is the L-shaped 
domain defined in the Introduction, 526,,4, = {(z,, z2) E @’ 1 lzil < 6, and 
lz21 < 1, or lzil < 1 and lz21 <S,}. We write T,, for multiplication by zi and 
T, for the pair (T,,, T,,). Then C*(Qn,,,,, ) is C*(T,). As in Example 1.5, the 
weight functions w+(E,; k) are calculated as the quotient of L*-norms of 
appropriate powers of zi and z2. The results of these calculations are 
112 
w+(E,; k)= 
k, + 1 6:kl+4+82 2k2 f 2 _ bfkl+ 4S;k2 + 2 -. 
k, +2 6:kl+2+62 2k2 + 2 _ ,j2kl+ 2b;kz + 2 1 > 
and 
k,+ 1 ~fkl+2+~~+4-@kl+2b‘;k2+4 1/2 
w+(E2; k)= -. 
k,+2 d;k1+2+d;kz+2+k,+2(j;k2+2 
> 
(cf. C71). 
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LEMMA 4.1. The weight function w, for Q6,,*? is well-behaved. 
Proqf 
k,+l 
w+(E,;k)*+w+(z2;k)*>S:- 
k,+l S:+S; 
k,+2+6’k,+--?-. 
Now observe that 
k,+ 1 6:kl+4+~:k2+2n+2_6:kl+48:k2+2nf2 
w+(~I;k+n~2)2=-- k, +2 8;kl+*+b;;kz+2n+2-~;ki+2b;k2+2n+2 
so that 
k,+l 
limw+(E,;k+ns2)*=fi~~ 
n I 
Similarly, 
k,+ 1 
limw+(s2;k+na,)2=S~k?Z, n 2 
and, of course, w+(~,;k+ne,) and w+(~~;k+n~~) also converge (these 
are increasing sequences). More precisely, 
and w+(E~; k + nE2)* -+ 1. 
Not only is the weight function w, well-behaved, but also the individual 
operators T,, (or equivalently, the weight sequences w+(ei; .), i= 1,2) are 
bounded away from zero. Consequently, we have C*(S2a,,6J = C*(T,) = 
C*(U,, W,), where T,= U, W,. Thus the groupoid which coordinates 
C*( U,, W,) coordinatizes C*(Q d,rsZ) also. So, by Corollary 3.6, to deter- 
mine the type of C*(Q,,,,,), we need to understand the structure of cod in 
this groupoid and the action of E* on coo. To study coG we must look at 
limit points of a(k’“)), where ky), ky) + +co. It follows easily that for this 
purpose, we may consider the weight function i++ given by 
G+(q; k)= 
6 :k1+4+a;k2+2 112 
8;kl+*+,j;kz+Z 
> 
and 
6;h+2 + 6;kz+4 l/2 
I?+(&~; k) = 
,jfkl+Z + 6;kz+2 
> 
’ 
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That is, if {k(n)},“= 1is any sequence in Z: with lim, k,(n) = co, i = 1, 2, 
then 
lim 3+(&i; k(n))/w+(Ej; k(n)) = 1, i= 1,2. n 
If we let tk = 6zk2 + “/S:“l + =, we have 
and 
Therefore 
(1-q) ~+(E2;.)2+(1-83 G+(E1;+1-6:6;, 
SO that q: [0, co] + 00~ given by 
cp(f)=(6,, I), if t=O 
=((g)“‘, (J-$$)‘l’), if O<t<cc 
= (Ld,), if t=cc 
gives a one-to-one continuous parameterization of 00~. To amplify a little, 
recall that the points of coo “label” the limits of w+ (si; .), i= 1, 2, along 
sequences (k(n)},“=, with the property that both coordinates become 
infinite. If {t,(n)}:=, converges to t E [0, co] along such a sequence, then 
lim (w+(E~~ k(n)), w+(E~, k(n))) n’m 
= Cd,, 11, if t=O 
=((~)1’2,(J-f$-f)1f2, if O<t<cc 
= (1, 621, if t-co. 
On the other hand, if {(w+(E,, k(n)), w+(E,, k(n)))},“=, converges along 
such a sequence, then the limit must be of the form q(t) for some 
t E [0, co] and it is easy to see, then, that lim, tLCnj = t. In a sense, this 
parameterization of 00~ is only provisional; we still must investigate the 
limiting behavior of each translate of w + (si; k). We do this and determine 
the action of Z2 on coG simultaneously. Fix IE Z2 and choose a sequence 
{k(n)},“= i such that lim, _ r: tkCnJ = t E [0, cc 1. Then, as a calculation using 
E+(E,; .), i= 1, 2, shows, 
lim (w+(E,, k(n)+4 w+(cZ,k(n)+f))=cp “-CC 
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This shows that we may, indeed, use the limits of (w+(E~; *) (w+(E*; *)), 
namely cp, to parameterize coo and when we do this we find that 
cp(t)+f=cp gt . ( > 1 
So the action of H* on 00~ is conjugate to that on [0, a] given by the for- 
mula 
p2 t+l= Lt. ( 1 (3211 1 
If we take logarithms, we see that the action of Z2 on coo is conjugate to 
the action of HZ on [-cc, cc] which fixes k cc and for which an I in Z* 
carries an SE R to s+21, ln(6,)- 21, ln(6,). Since this action of Z2 on 
[-co, co] gives a type I transformations group C*-algebra if and only if 
ln(&)/ln(6,) is rational, we may conclude from Corollary 3.6 that we have 
proved our main result. 
THEOREM 4.2. The algebra C*(Q6,,sz) is type I ifand only ifln(6,)/ln(6,) 
is rational. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In [ 12, Theorem 3.1.11, O’Donovan shows that if T is a weighted shift 
that is bounded below, then C*(T) contains the compact operators X and 
C*(T)/X is a transformation group C*-algebra determined by a 
homeomorphism acting on a compact space. This fact is clear from our 
analysis. Indeed, T determines a representation of Z, by weighted shifts, 
namely, T(n) = T”, n E h + , and the hypothesis that T is bounded below 
implies that C*(T) = C*(U+, W,). By Theorem 2.5, then, we have 
C*(T)rC*(@ A) where 8 is the groupoid associated with T. A moment’s 
reflection reveals that Q” is the disjoint union of a(Z + ) and coo. By 
Lemma 2.3, cc(Z +) is an open invariant set and, as in the proof of 
Proposition 3.5, a(Z +) corresponds to an ideal in C*(B, 1) which is X. 
Also, by Proposition 3.5, C*( (li, n)/X g C*( co,, H) proving O’Donovan’s 
result. 
Forpositivenumberspandq,letQ~,,={(z,,z2)~C2~ l~,(~+~z~~~<l}. 
Then Q,,, is a Reinhardt domain which is pseudoconvex but not strongly 
pseudoconvex unless p = q = 2; in which case, Qnp,y is the ball in C2. As in 
Example 1.5, multiplications by the coordinate functions on A2(Q2,,,; p) 
give rise to a representation T of Z: by weighted shifts, and 
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C*(Q,,) = C*(T). A straigthforward but tedious calculation (see [7]) 
shows that 
w+(E,; k)2 = 
r(2kr2)‘r(2k;4 I 2ky2 I 1)’ 
where r is the familiar Gamma function of Euler, while w + (E, ; k) is given 
by a similar expression where k, and k, are reversed, as are p and q. 
Generalizing a result of Coburn [S], the first. author and Salinas prove in 
[7, Theorem 5.31 that C*(Q,,) contains the algebra X of compact 
operator on A2(Q p,y ;CL) and C*(Q, ,)/X g C(8s2,,). Cracker and Raeburn 
prove a closely related result in [6]; they work in the Hardy space in the 
boundary of Q,,q rather than in the Bergman space. It is possible to use 
groupoid arguments to obtain this result, as we shall outline in a minute. 
The problem is that our arguments are ad hoc. The C*-algebra 
C(O,,) = C*(T) is smaller than C*( U, , W, ). If one is careful with the 
groupoid associated with T, i.e., the groupoid coordinatizing C*( U, , W, ), 
one can determine the structure of C*(Q,,,). What we would like, but what 
we lack, is an explicit groupoid giving C*(Q,,) directly. This should prove 
useful in understanding the C*-algebras associated with other domains. 
To get the groupoid coordinatizing C*( U,, W,), write x = (2k, +2)/p, 
y=(2kI+2)/p+(2k,+2)/q+1, and a=2/p; so 
It is easy to see that w, is well-behaved and that w+(E,; .) tends to 1 along 
cc E and 0 along co,. Likewise, w + (E, ; .) tends to 0 along cc E and to 1 
along co N. To see what happens at cc G, simply note that given E > 0, there 
is a K> 0 so that if x, y > K, then 
m+-q QY) 
fix) 
x o <E 
r(a+y)- ; 01 . 
This implies that we may identity coG with the interval [0, l] where 0 is a 
limit point of 00~ and 1 is a limit point of con. It also follows that the 
action of Z* on coG is trivial, i.e., the isotropy group of every point of coo 
is Z2. 
To understand C*(T), we have to investigate the subalgebra of C*(B, A) 
generated by the functions u+(q) * $+(ei), i=l,2. (We are using the 
notation of Theorem 2.5 and its proof.) Everything in this algebra identifies 
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m3E to a point and likewise 81 n3N is identilied to a point. Thus 00~ and 
coN contribute nothing to C*(T), but a(Z:) still contributes the compacts. 
With the obvious identifi‘cations, we may view C*(T)/X as a subalgebra 
C*(co,, Z’) which, in turn, is simply C([O, l])@C*(Z*)rC([O, l] xT2). 
An inspection of the generators reveals that the functions in C*(T)/X 
depend only on z at the points of the form (0, z, w) and they depend only 
on w at the points of the form (1, z, w). It follows readily that 
C*(Q,,)/X = C*( T)/X is isomorphic to C(S3) E C(&Z2,,). 
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